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PREDATION ON BARKING DEER BY RETICULATED PYTHON 
AND DHOLES悶 KHAOYAI NATIONAL PARK 

Between 0900 h and 0930 h on 1 June 1995， while fo11owing a group of gibbons 
around 1 km west of park headquarters， 1 heard the rustling of leaves and a high pitched 
vocalisation c10se by. As 1 approached 1 saw a 1紅'geReticulated町出on(Python reticulata) 
lying in a small clearing. It had already swallowed the head and the neck of a female， 
probably白llygrown Barking Deer (Muntiac附 muntjak).A group of Pig-tailed Macaques 
(Macaca nemestrina) were foraging in也earea， some not fi釘企'Om出epy血onand its prey. 

1 left the python at 1000 h to get my camera and returned 50 minutes later. The snake 
had not changed position but had swallowed more of its prey (Fig. 1).百lemacaques were 
sti11 foraging in出e紅 ea.Several macaques， which app釘'entlyhad surrounded the snake， 
sawme佃 dfled. However， a young male， seemingly unafraid of my presence， remained 
and finally approached to within 10 m of the snake (Fig. 2). 百lemacaque avoided the 
ground and stayed in the surrounding small回 es.It directed displays to the snake several 
times by sh北ingthe branches of the small tree it sat in and by giving grunt-like calls. At 
由esame time the gibbons had not left the area but stayed in the higher canopy. 百ley
alarm-called but whether曲iswas a reaction to出epy血onwas unclear. They fina11y 
started to duet， a calling behaviour typically戸:rformedby paired gibbons (e.g. RAEMAE阻 RS

ET AL.， 1984). Duetting often st制 sspontaneously but can also be凶ggeredby the calls 
of neighbouring groups or by the alarm calls of other animals such as deer and squ加'els
or other kinds of disturbance (pers. 0油bs舘erv仏り.)

百lema邸，ca叫queseven加a叫11防yleft the紅 e悶aaround 11日15h. At 1129 h， four tourists 
appro納 ed血esite on Nature Trail No. 6 and st制 .edto take pictures， using a flash. At 
出attime，白epy血onhad swallowed approximately a也irdof the body of the deer. At 
1143 h the python abruptly released its prey (Fig. 3) and retrea臨 1quickly into血e
undergrowth. 1 estimated the py血onto be at least 6 meters long. The deer w部 covered
with saliva of the snake and on白.ehead and neck showed several small haematoma-like 
spots (Fig. 4). 

On June 2 and 3 1 came back to血esite several times while observ泊gthe gibbons. 
百ledeer sti1l remained without any sign of disturbance and was covered with maggots. At 
0931 h on June 3 1 heard loud high-pitched vocalisations from the direction of the c紅'cass.
1 approached and saw a group of approximately 10 to 15 Dholes or Asian Wild Dogs 
(Cuon alpinus).百leygave high-pitched sounds while te紅泊gap訂tthe carrion. Two dogs 
growled loudly while fighting over血esame piece of meat.百learea w儲 fairlyopen and 
while sti11 scavenging the Dholes soon detec旬:dme.百leyfled almost immediately; however， 
after a short time a few animals returned， probably for some remains of carrion before血ey
fina11y re紅'eatedfrom the紅 'ea.One dog spo悦edme and growled twice at me before it left， 
fo11owing the rest of the group.百lec紅 cassof the deer was almost completely gone; all 
白紙 1could fmd was血epelvis bone and two ribs. 

Dholes have been s田 nin恥蜘dyarea before (τ祖国UCON，1984; RAEM組阻RS&

RAEMAE阻 RS，1990: 100; W. Brockelman， pers. comm.; pers. observふThesemedium-
sized dogs live and hunt in packs of 6 to 20 animals and prey on small mammals and large 
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herbivores like Barking Deer， Sambar D民 r(Cervωunicolor) or even Gaur (Bos Gaurus) 
(LBEKAGUL & McNEBLY， 1977; Johnsingh， 1983). These 1紅 'geun伊 latesare hunted 
cooperatively， and Dholes have also been reported to scavenge on由自 ownkills as well 
as on those of other large predators like tigers (Panthera tigris) and leopards (Panthera 
pardus) (Jm町S凹GH，1983; but s田 LEEKAGUL& McNEELY， 1977).τ'he Dholes detected 
the decaying but still泊tactBぽkingDeer most probably by sce凶;Dholes have a highly 
developed sense of smell σo剛 S町GH，1983). 

百1ereare two possゐleexpl姐 ationsfor why the python did not completely swallow 
由eB紅 kingD田 f. One， the snake might have felt disturbed by human presence. On other 
∞casions however， 1 have observed血atpythons appear to be little disturbed by humans 
or by being photographed， even wi血 aflash.Fぽ血ermore，the rele錨 ew部 notan泊lffiediate
reaction to the approaching humans or the flash of the camera， but instead the p同10n
continued to swallow more of its prey before it finally let go of it. The second and 
probably more likely re錨 onis白紙由ep刊10nsimply could not swallow the relative large 
prey. 官邸 possibilityw槌 latersupported by Mr. Uthom Wangruamklang of the Snake 
Farm inB佃 gkokωwhom1 showed the photos. Swallowing血ehead， neck姐 dchest was 
relatively e錨 y，but the py血onappe釘'edto have more difficulty with the larger abdominal 
section of the d田 r. 百1esnake repe剖edlywrapped its body around the abdomen and 
squeezed it very tightly which pushed the intestines down between the hindquarters. 
Swallowing the abdomen wωvery slow and difficult; each出 回 血epython made swallowing 
movements the deer started slipping out ag必n.

官1ebehaviour of the macaques was泊，teresting面白atthey might have reacめddifferently 
to a py血onwithout a prey to swallow. One would expect primates to be very cautious 
佃 dperhaps flee the紅 'easince a p戸honis a potential predator. In con佐槌tωgibbons
which紅'es位ictlyarboreal，白emacaques位'avelgenerally on血eground or at average 
heights of 5 m (RODMAN， 1978; MAcK町NON&MAcK町NON，1980). In fact， most members 
of the tr，∞p kept away 企omthe snake but this could have been also due to my presence. 
Nevertheless血eyoung male which approached and displayed to血epy血ons田medto be 
very curious and app紅'entlyfascinated by the sight of出ereptile; it did not take too much 
notice of me. The macaques might have been somewhat habituated towards humans 
because some troops of Pig-tailed Macaques in Khao Y泊 NationalPark come out of the 
forest血 dspend part of their day beside and on the roads begging food 合'ompassing 
motorists (pers. observふ

The reaction of the gibbons towards the python appeared to be more indifferent白血

出atof the macaques but出eapes s旬.yedin the high canopy of白esurrounding紅白s.
Gibbons are very alert animals and it s白 msunlikely白紙白eydid not detect the python. 
Gibbons have been observed to react with intense vocalisation to a py血onin a田 e
(NEUDE悶 ERGER，1993). A snake on出eground， however， especially a 1紅 geReticulated 
町出onwhich does not normally hunt prey in紅白s，might not be such an immediate伽 'eat
to gibbons. 
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Figlll巴 1.Python swallowing th巴 heacl，ncck ancl chest of the Barking Deel 

Figul巴2. Young male Pig-tailecl M，にaquessilling in a small tree above the python 
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Figure 3. The python mov ing away from the deer. 

Figure 4. The released deer covered with sa li va of the snake . 
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